Calcium-induced and voltage-dependent inactivation of calcium channels in crab muscle fibres.
Inactivation of Ca channels was examined in crab muscle fibres using the voltage-clamp method. A satisfactory suppression of outward currents was attempted by the use of K+ blocking agents: TEA, 4AP and Cs ions instead of K+ ions applied extracellularly. The inactivation of Ca current appeared as a bi-exponential process. The faster component had a mean value of the time constant of 50 ms while the second component inactivated at a tenfold slower rate. The extent of inactivation of the faster component increased as the Ca current itself increased in different experimental conditions. Inactivation decreased when ICa was reduced for large applied depolarizations. The time constant of the faster calcium component also depended on the calcium current. Thus the results suggested that Ca2+ entry leads to inactivation of one component of calcium current in crab muscle. Substitution of Ca2+ ions by Sr2+ or Ba2+ ruled out the hypothesis concerning an accumulation process which would explain the decrease of the inward current. The second slower component of Ca current was better described by a voltage-dependent mechanism and its rate was not modified in Ca2+ rich solution or when the inward current was carried by Sr2+ or Ba2+ ions. Thus in crab muscle fibres, inactivation is mediated by both calcium entry and a voltage-gated mechanism.